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Human Chromatin -Definition

Chromatin is the protein-DNA complex 
in which genetic material exists in 
interphase nucleus

During metaphase, chromatin 
‘condenses’ into chromosomes



Human Chromatin -Definition

Chromatin

Heterochromatin

Euchromatin

 Lightly stained
 Loose structure
 Genetically active

 Deeply stained
 Compact structure
 Genetically silent



Human Chromatin -Definition

Heterochromatin

Facultative Heterochromatin

Constitutive Heterochromatin
 Always highly condensed

 Enriched at centromeres and 
telomeres

 Y chromatin

 Specifically inactivated-
specific times

 Switch between two states
 X chromatin 



Human Chromatin -Components

•DNA      3×109 bp, 24 different kinds of molecules

•Histone ( H1、H2A、H2B、H3、H4)
• H3 and H4 : Arg rich, mostly conserved sequence
• H2A and H2B : Lys rich, fairly conserved
• H1 : very Lys rich, most variable in sequence between 
species

•nonHistone

•RNA

•Principal proteins in chromatin are histones.



Human Chromatin -Structure

NucleosomesNucleosomes: fundamental subunits of chromatin



 Contains ~ 200 bp of DNA
 DNA wrapped around a core of eight basic 

proteins called histones – histone octamer
(八聚体)

 Linker DNA- linking nucleosome together
 H1 binds to linker DNA

Nucleosome Structure



Location of Histone H1 in Nucleosome

Histone H1
- helps ‘clamp’ the DNA onto the nucleosome
- participates in higher-order chromatin folding



A Portion of the 
Nucleosome
Looking from 
the top 
and showing the 
DNA wrapped 
around the 
Histones



Thinking About  Human Chromosomes

The human genome consists of 3 x 109

nucleotide pairs
One continuous strand of this many 

nucleotides would be 2 meters in length
The nucleus of a typical human cell is 

about 5-8 micrometers in diameter
How does the DNA fit into the nucleus?



 Human DNA must be packaged into a 
nucleus that is about 5 micrometers in 
diameter

 This represents a compression of more 
than 100,000 times !

 It is made possible by wrapping the DNA 
around nucleosomes and then packing 
these in helical filaments



Human Chromatin -Compaction

 There are many levels of DNA 
compaction

 First level of DNA compaction is to form 
nucleosome

 Nucleosomes become helically arranged 
into a 30nM chromatin fiber (solenoid，螺

线管)
 The fiber is super coiled by attachment to 

a non-histone protein scaffold (not 
completely understood)



Short region of DNA double helix

“beads-on-a-string” form of chromatin

Chromatin fiber of packed nucleosomes

Section of chromosome in an extended form

Condensed section of chromosome

Entire mitotic chromosome

Each DNA molecule has been packaged into a mitotic chromosome that is 50,000×
shorted than its extended length.
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Actions of chromosomes 
during cell division

-Mitosis and Meiosis



 Mitosis: the division of single nucleus into 
two identical nuclei

 -occurs in somatic cell
 -cell growth, cell repair
 Meiosis: occurs in the reproductive organs of 

sexually reproducing organisms
 -produces germ cells ,i.e. sperm and egg



Mitosis
 The form of cell division by which a 

eukaryotic somatic cell duplicates.

Mitosis is asexual reproduction.

 Cell division is the continuation of life 
based on the reproduction of cells.







Cell Cycle
 The dividing and non-dividing stages in the 

life of a cell.

 Phases:
– 1. Interphase:  growth and DNA replication
– 2. Prophase
– 3. Metaphase
– 4. Anaphase
– 5. Telophase

Mitotic division



Cell cycle

InterphaseInterphase

Mitotic PhaseMitotic Phase

G1 (gap) phaseG1 (gap) phase

S phaseS phase

G2 (gap) phaseG2 (gap) phase

Prophase 

Metaphase 

Anaphase 

Telophase

DNA synthesis

Chromatin material condenses into chromosomeschromosomes

ChromosomesChromosomes move to the metaphase platemetaphase plate

CentromeresCentromeres uncouple, Sister Sister chromatidschromatids separate 

ChromosomesChromosomes uncoil

C
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Metaphase Chromosomes

centromere
(primary constriction)

short arm

p 

long arm

q 

satellite

secondary constriction

telomere

telomere



MeiosisMeiosis
 The form of cell division by which gametes, 

with half the number of chromosomes, are 
produced.

 Diploid (2n)      haploid (n)

 Meiosis is sexual reproduction.

 Two divisions (meiosis I and meiosis II).



VariationVariation

 Important to population as the raw Important to population as the raw 
material for material for natural selectionnatural selection..

1.  crossing over (prophase I)1.  crossing over (prophase I)
2.  independent assortment (metaphase I)2.  independent assortment (metaphase I)

Remember: variation is good!



FertilizationFertilization
 The fusion of a spermsperm and eggegg to form a zygotezygote.

 A zygote is a fertilized egg

n=23
egg

sperm
n=23

2n=46
zygote



Number of Human Chromosomes

2n=46     （n=23)

autosome

sex chromosome

22 pairs

1 pair

（female--XX、male--XY）



Sex Chromosomes

22 pairs of auto

1 pair of sex chro.

XX  or  XY

Human females 
are the  
homogametic sex 
(XX).

Human males 
are the 
heterogametic sex 
with two  different 
sex chromosomes 
(XY).



X chromosome dosage

 How to create equal amount of X chromosome 
gene  products in males and females? 

 Shouldn’t XX females produce twice the amount 
of 
X-linked gene products (proteins) as XY males?

Sex Chromosomes: females XX males  XY
Genes on X: females 2 males 1



Barr Bodies

Murray Barr (1949)
– chromatin appears as a dense object in the 

nucleus
 XX with one Barr body

 XY chromatin negative (no Barr body)



 In normal females, only one of the two X 
chromosomes is genetically active.

 X chromosome inactivationX chromosome inactivation occurs early 
in development (late blastocyst stage of 
embryogenesis - 32-64 cell stage).

The Lyon Hypothesis of X 
Inactivation

Proposed by Mary Lyon and Liane Russell (1961)



The Lyon Hypothesis

 The inactive X can either be maternal or 
paternal in origin and the choice is 
randomrandom in each cell and independent of 
the choice in other embryonic cells.

 X inactivation is irreversibleirreversible in somatic 
cells - the inactive X in a particular cell 
remains inactive in all descendents of 
that cell--cloningcloning.



Inactive X Inactive X chromosome is visible is visible 
as as Barr bodyBarr body

XXX female

XXXX female



X-inactivation reveals alleles in cats 
heterozygous for the fur color gene

Yellow patches: black allele is inactive Xyellow/Xblack

Xyellow/XblackBlack patches: yellow allele is inactive

Genotype is Xyellow/Xblack



If normal XX female has one X inactivated, why is a 
Turner female (45,X) not normal?

Similarly, if XXY male has one X inactivated, why 
does he have Klinefelter syndrome?

Inconsistencies between syndromes and
X inactivation

Perhaps inactivation is not complete. 
Or inactivation does not happen immediately, then some 
of X-linked genes over-express. 



In a survey of 224 
human X-linked
genes, 34 (15%)
escaped X 
inactivation.

The genes escaping
X-inactivation
occur primarily
on Xp.

From:  Carrel et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 96(1999)14440-14444.

Many Genes Escape X-Inactivation

XIST/XIC

Pseudoautosomal genes



Sex Chromatin

X-chromatin Y-chromatin

Origin Long arm of YInactivated X

Feature
Facultative 

Heterochromatin
Constitutive

Heterochromatin

Number =N. of Y=N. of X -1



Number of X chromatin = Number of X chromosome－1 
Number of Y chromatin = Number of Y chromosome

karyotype

46，XY

46，XX

45，X

47，XXX

47，XXY

47，XYY

Y chromatin

1 or +

0 or -

0 or -

0 or -

1 or +

2 or ++

X chromatin

0 or -

1 or + 

0 or -

2 or ++ 

1 or +

0 or -

e.g.

Numbers of sex chromatin are different in 
individuals with different karyotypes



Morphological Types of Human Chromosomes:

A B C1 C2

A: metacentric chromosome

C: submetacentric chromosome

B: acrocentric chromosome



Karyotype:

A chart arranging  chromosome pictures 
according to their size and morphological shapes 
(centromere location), grouped by pairs of 
homologous chromosomes.

A karyotype is described by first listing the 
number of chromosomes followed by the sex 
chromosome constitution, followed by any 
abnormalities in number or morphology of 
chromosomes.





Human chromosomes from a peripheral blood lymphocyte culture and
stained by the Giemsa banding method



Karyotype:

 Description: numbers, sex chromosomes, abnormalities

 46, XY                 Normal male 
 46, XX                 Normal female
 47, XX,+21          Down syndrome (female)
 45, X Turner syndrome
 47, XXY              Klinefelter syndrome



Ideogram:

 1960, Denver System

 Autosomes were named in order of their size 

(1~22) and centromere position, and were 

divided into 7 groups (A~G).

 X chromosome belongs to group C, and Y 

chromosome belongs to group G.



• A：1～3.    
– 1,3 metacentric; 2 submetacentric; 
– 1q secondary constriction; 
– largest

• B：4,5.    
– submetacentric; 

• C：6～12,X.    
– submetacentric; 
– 9q secondary constriction; 
– most

• D：13～15.    
– acrocentric; 
– satellites  

• E：16～18.    
– 16 metacentric, 16q secondary constriction;  
– 17,18 submetacentric

• F：19,20    
– metacentric

• G：21,22,Y    
– acrocentric;
– 21,22 satellites; 22>21; 
– smallest

Ideogram:



X

A B C

D E F G





Banding
 band

 A pattern of light and dark bands along the arms of 
chromosomes showed by using special staining techniques

 Specific
 Stable 

 landmark
 A distinctive sign on chromosome

 centromeres、telomeres、some distinctive bands

 region
 the region between two neighborhood landmarks



Naming of bands

 Region—named from 

centromere to telomere

 Bands in the same region--

named from centromere to 

telomere

bandlandmark

region



• The standard nomenclature for banding of 
human chromosomes 

1.  the chromosome number; 

2. the arm symbol (p or q); 

3. the "region" number along that arm; 

4.  the band number within that region. 



Description of bands

 Chromosome number arm symbol region number band number
 1p32   1q23

1p32

1q23

1p11

1q11

 The band divided by centromere were 
respectively named as p11 and q11.



Centromere

Sometimes, sub-bands, separated 
by a decimal point from the band 
designation, are also noted. 

For example, the location of a 
protooncogene (ABL1) associated 
with chronic myeloid leukemia, 
sub-band 1 of band 4 in region 3 of 
the long arm of chromosome 9.

Though microscopic in size, a sub-
band can contain tens of individual 
genes. 

9q34.1

Karyotyping using Giemsa Banding
http://www.pathology.washington.edu/Cytogallery/Fr
ame_setup/cytoimages.html



Banding techniques

 Q-banding
 G-banding
 R-banding
 C-banding
 T-banding
 N-banding
 SCE staining
 High resolution G banding
 Other staining and banding techniques



Giemsa-stained banding, G-Banding
 A technique involves gentle trypsin treatment of 

chromosome preparations followed by staining 
with Giemsa.

traits:
•1.  Very clear, too
•2.  Can be kept for a long time
•3.  Needs light microscope only

Most widely used



Staining with Giemsa chromosomes 
will appear to have 350~550  
alternating light and dark bands. 

light band in Q-banding

dark band in G-banding

dark band in Q-banding

light band in G-banding

G-dark bands
AT-rich

few genes

G-pale bands
GC-rich

many genes



SCE (sister chromatid exchange) staining

 Exchage between two sister chromatids during 
duplication of chromosomes--SCE

BrdU

BrdU

1st cycle 2nd cycle

BrdU

1 exchage

2 exchages





fragile site:

 Sites  which appear as apparent breaks or gaps in 
special region (or band) of chromosomes.

 Fragile X is associated to mental retardation (MR);
 Autosomal fragile sites are associated to cancer.



FISH (Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization)



Spectral Karyotyping, SKY 
(Chromosome Painting)



Polymorphism:
a heritable difference between 
individuals in the same species

Chromosomal Polymorphism



Polymorphism

Presence in the general population of 2 or more 
alternative variants; the frequency of each of 
which cannot be maintained by recurrent new 
mutations alone.  

Polymorphism should follow the rules below:
Having no remarkable heritable effect and cannot 

result in pathologic reaction
According to Mendelian inheritance
The rarest variant needs to have a frequency ≥1%



 For example:
 ABO blood groups
 Immunoglobulins
 Minor variants in chromosome structure
 DNA sequence polymorphism

 Exactly we should call these variants 
chromosome heteromorphism.（异态性）



Common positions and forms of chromosome 
heteromorphism

 Short arms and satellites of acrocentric chromosomes
 Length of short arms
 Satellite—presence or absence, size
 Fluorescence and other staining variation

 Secondary constriction of chromosome 1, 9 and 16
 Presence or absence, length

 Some autosomes
 Centromere size and fluorescence intensity of chromosome 3, 4 

 Long arm of Y chromosome
 Length and staining variation of further segment



Chromosomal heteromorphism



Application:

 Individual Identification
Detecting the origin of extra chromosomes
Detecting the origin of cells
Gene mapping

Duffy blood group



Gene mapping--Duffy blood group

 sex-linked inheritance     
 hemophilia and color-blindness

 In 1968, the first autosomal assignment of 
linkage was made. 

 Donahue, an associate of McKusick, observed a 
peculiar microscopically-visible stretch of 
chromatin on his own largest chromosome 
(Chromosome #1). 



A pair of number 1 chromosomes from two different individuals

 These studies, done before the advent of chromosomes 
banding, detect a remarkable increase in length below the 
centromere, referred to as a heteromorphism, in one of 
the pair of chromosomes on the left. 

 The chromosomes on the right show the more usual 
morphology.



 Looking at a number of blood factors Donahue 
found that in both himself and his relatives, an allele 
of the Duffy blood factor was linked to this 
observable physical change in their chromosome #1.



The pedigree shows the pattern of inheritance for the Duffy blood 
group and the chromosome 1 heteromorphism

 Although the individuals in generation Ⅰare of unknown status, in the rest of the 
pedigree it can be seen that the chromosome with the heteromorphism universally 
travels with the a allele at the Duffy locus.

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

ab bb

aa

ab ab

bb ab ab ab

ab

ab abab

aa aa

bb

bbbbbb

bb ab

a and b
Presence of the 
heteromorphism on 
chromosome 1

The Duffy blood group genotypes



Thus "Duffy" was assigned to Chromosome #1.


